FIRST 30
Onboarding Best Practices for Sponsoring Coaches
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Congratulations, you’ve added a new Coach to your Team!
Helping your new Coach get on the path to success is called ‘onboarding’, and Team
Beachbody® has created a “First 30” program to help you, the sponsoring Coach, get your new
Coach started right.

THE FIRST 30 PROGRAM
There are three First 30 checklists for you to use as a guide as you onboard your new Coaches.
These checklists and activities represent the best practices of our most successful Coaches.
Checklist

New Coach Action Item(s)

First 30 Minutes

Watch the New Coach Welcome video

First 30 Hours

Complete the First 30: Business
Quickstart Guide
+
Set up a Getting Started Right (GSR) call
with you

First 30 Days

Create a simple action plan
+
Enroll in and complete a Coach Basics (or
equivalent) training, and related First 30
Days activities
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Delivery Method

New Coach Welcome email, sent by
Team Beachbody within 30 minutes
of enrollment

A GSR call with you
Coach Basics training (or equivalent)
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First 30 Quick Reference Checklist
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Think Long-Term!
Onboarding a new Coach is critical. A successful business takes effort, commitment, and time.
To avoid disappointment, it’s important to set expectations with your new Coach that this is a
profession, and they’ll be learning essential skills that will create a lifetime of benefits for them.
Think long-term with your Coach and help them:


Understand that effective Challenge Groups are at the core of successful Coaching.



Understand that nutrition is critical to getting and maintaining real results, and
Shakeology® makes it simple.



Understand that THEY are the best example of the effectiveness of Beachbody®
products when they use them, and it’s important to share their own Success Stories.



Develop skills to start conversations with new people, find out their goals, and help them
get started with a total-solution Challenge Pack.

Before the First 30 checklists: Know your Coach’s interest
People who enroll as Coaches in your business typically fall into one of three groups initially.
It’s important to understand where they fall when they join, even if they may eventually move to
another category after some time in the business.
Primary Interest

What you should do

Onboarding

1) “Business” Coach

Is very interested in the
business opportunity of
Coaching and wants to
focus dedicated time on
building an income in
addition to getting their own
results as a customer.

Treat them the same as a “Hobby”
Coach, but also use the First 30 onboarding framework to start the full
Coach mentoring process.

Be a participant in a
Challenge Group +
complete First 30
onboarding
framework

2) “Hobby” Coach

Has some interest in
sharing Beachbody
products with others on a
limited basis in addition to
getting their own results as
a customer.

Treat them the same as a “Discount”
Coach, but also encourage them to
share their journey on social media,
talk about a Challenge Group, and
explain to them commissions that
come from CP sales.

Be a participant in a
Challenge Group +
GSR Call to identify
a goal in sharing

3) “Discount” Coach

To take advantage of the
price discount available to
Coaches. These are
customers.

Make sure they are in a Challenge
Group and that they get the support
they need to get results on their
health and fitness goals.

Be a participant in a
Challenge Group
using Challenge
Group Guides

NOTE: The First 30 program is designed primarily for “Business” Coaches. However, elements
of the program may be successfully applied for “Hobby” Coaches as well.
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FIRST 30 MINUTES CHECKLIST
When your Coach receives their New Coach Welcome email from Team Beachbody, they’ll be
asked to immediately watch a quick New Coach Welcome video. This video welcomes them to
Team Beachbody and provides simple instructions on how to complete the ‘First 30: Business
Quickstart Guide’. Completing the Quickstart Guide will help your new Coach create their Coach
profile on TeamBeachbody.com, set up their business websites, and reach out to you to set up
a Getting Started Right call.

First 30 Minutes Checklist:

Sample of New Coach Welcome Email and Link to New Coach Orientation Video
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FIRST 30 HOURS CHECKLIST
The First 30 hours after your new Coach enrolls are critical, and our successful leaders all agree
that they need two essential things: a simple, clear start to avoid information overload, and to
connect with you.
The simple start: The New Coach Welcome video should help them complete the ‘First 30:
Business Quickstart Guide’. This means that within their first 30 hours, your new Coach
will have:
a) created their Coaching profile on TeamBeachbody.com
b) set up their Shakeology.com and BeachbodyCoach.com websites (and have the URLs)
c) become familiar with the Coach Office
Connecting with you: The orientation video also encourages your new Coach to contact you to
set up their Getting Started Right call. If they haven’t contacted you, reach out to them within
their first 30–48 hours after enrollment. This is a critical step in the new Coach onboarding
process!

First 30 Hours Checklist:

Tip: Help your new Coach create a social media post to announce they’re a Coach during your
GSR call.
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FIRST 30 DAYS CHECKLIST
Your new Coach’s first month will set the tone for the next six months. The First 30 Days
checklist is designed to help you, as the sponsoring Coach, ensure that your onboarding
activities provide the right support and direction.
Up to this point, Team Beachbody has initiated your new Coach’s First 30 actions through the
New Coach Welcome email, New Coach Welcome video, and First 30: Business Quickstart
Guide. From here, the First 30 Days activities are completely in your hands. Ultimately, how you
mentor your new Coach to reach the milestones outlined in the First 30 Days checklist is up to
you. However, we recommend using the Team Beachbody Coach Basics program that has
been designed specifically to deliver this support.

First 30 Days Checklist – What you need to help your Coach do

First 30 Days Checklist – Best practices for each checklist item
My new Coach has: Been connected, welcomed, and contributed to the Team

It doesn’t matter if your Team is comprised of just you or thousands of Coaches, your new
Coach needs to feel connected and welcomed to the Team quickly. Many new Coaches report
that feeling this connection with other Coaches on their Team was a critical component to a
successful start with Team Beachbody. Look for opportunities to have the new Coach contribute
to the Team within their first month to further break down barriers of connection and to build
their confidence. The contribution may be as simple as posting on the Team’s social media
page or sharing an experience on a Team call; the purpose is to connect them with the Team.



Tip: Add new Coach to the Team’s social media page and welcome them (if you don’t
have a Team page yet, welcome them on your personal social media page).
Tip: Make sure the new Coach posts on the Team’s social media page or contributes on
a team call in some way at least once during their first month.
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My new Coach has: Completed Coach Basics

Coach Basics offers your Coaches a comprehensive and structured learning environment that
teaches them everything they need to succeed in the early days of their business. Getting your
new Coach in and successfully through a Coach Basics program is the primary goal of the First
30 Days activities. You may also use your own new Coach training program, but it should
include training on the basics of social media and helping the new Coach learn and apply the 4
Vital Behaviors of successful coaching.


Tip: Please refer to the Coach Basics Leader Guide for best practices.

My new Coach has: Achieved Success Club

Your GSR call should introduce the concept of Success Club and the importance of helping at
least three people every month. Don’t be afraid to clearly set that expectation for your new
Coach, even if it does push them at first.


Tip: Coach Basics should be focused on helping the new Coach reach more people and
invite them effectively with Success Club qualification being a result from those actions.
Always focus on the points being a result of helping people. Clearly communicate the
importance of Success Club for their business and how the activities you’re asking them
to do are related to reaching Success Club each month.



Tip: When your new Coach achieves Success Club, make sure you recognize them and
celebrate it with your Team.
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What if my new Coach isn’t engaging?
As you continue training on the 4 Vital Behaviors of Successful Coaching, your new Coach may
feel intimidated and reluctant to engage.
The 4 Vital Behaviors will challenge them to move outside their comfort zone (or encourage
them to expand their comfort zone to include more things) and regularly engage in activities that
are new to them. As they try to engage in daily conversations and inviting to Challenge Groups,
some new Coaches begin to doubt their ability to be successful if the immediate responses
aren’t positive.
This often manifests itself as:


Less activity in their Coach Basics training



Lower engagement in team calls/pages



A desire to go back to more comfortable habits

New Coaches may even begin to avoid their sponsoring Coach altogether. It is important for you
to realize that this does not necessarily indicate you are doing something wrong as their
sponsor; rather, it’s an indication of them trying to adjust and grow into their new activities as a
business owner and Coach.
Be supportive and understanding, but continue to push them to grow into the 4 Vital Behaviors
because that is how they’ll be successful as Coaches. Compromising on what it takes to be
successful as a Coach will set incorrect expectations that will be counterproductive to their
long-term success.
In addition to the growing pains a new Coach experiences, there are some incredible highs as
well! As the Coach continues to engage in the 4 Vital Behaviors, they are going to experience
their first successes. There will be encouraging feedback about their posts and their progress
that will excite them. They will be making progress on their own fitness goals and enjoy the
support of you and the Team. But the most powerful motivator will be when they have success
in helping someone. Make sure you highlight and celebrate those moments with your Coach. No
achievement is too small as you work to increase their confidence in and commitment
to coaching.
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APPENDIX
For the First-Time Sponsoring Coach
If you’re new to sponsoring Coaches, this section is for you. Here are some additional details
and general best practices that you can use to support your First 30 onboarding efforts.

Additional Best Practices:












Make Challenge Groups the Priority: Your new Coach will need to learn some of the
fundamentals about building a coaching business; but at the heart of their success will
be their ability and passion around running effective Challenge Groups. They’ll be more
effective at finding people ready to commit to Coaching from the Challenge Groups that
they run than from trying to share the opportunity directly from Day One. At our core, our
company is about helping people get results, and when this comes first for a new Coach,
the rest of the business lines up for them.
Focus on People: Help your new Coach focus on helping people. For most new
Coaches, the tendency is to want to wait and complete Coach Basics, or some
additional training, before doing anything public with their business. This is where they’ll
need you to encourage them to take action quickly by simply doing what they can to help
people as a Coach.
Use Coach Basics: If you have never run a Coach Basics training before, talk with your
upline Diamond Coach to see if your new Coach can join their group or if they can help
mentor you on how to run a group. If you can’t reach your upline Diamond Coach,
download the Coach Basics Leader Guide from the Coach Office Training Library and it
will walk you through running an effective Coach Basics group step-by-step.
Help Them Keep Their “Why” Present: Have your new Coach use a visual reminder
about why they decided to Coach and put it somewhere that they’ll see often. It could be
as simple as a note on a mirror or the wallpaper/screensaver on their smartphone.
Identify 5 Conversations: Help your new Coach start off by identifying five people they
can start conversations with the day after your GSR. Most Coaches will think they need
to wait until after training; but we aren’t asking them to explain Shakeology, just to
proactively reach out, connect, and start five conversations with people. Give them the
recommendation to try and include getting fit, losing weight, getting healthy, or even
entrepreneurship in their discussions if they can. This is a simple way for them to begin
the activities of Coaching. Have them create a simple Contact List and then identify and
talk about how they can initiate conversations with those people the next day.
Show How to Announce They’re a Coach: Help the new Coach announce they’re a
Coach on social media. You will want to show examples or walk them through the main
things to include in the post (a brief synopsis of their journey if they’re coming from a
Challenge Group, why they’re excited about Coaching, and an expression of eagerness
to help people).
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Reassure and Express Confidence: Reassure your new Coach that it’s normal to feel
a bit overwhelmed and that you are going to help them get started right.
Give Them Perspective: Help your new Coach think long-term. They’re learning
something new and that can be intimidating and feel hard. You’re asking them to work to
expand their comfort zone so it includes some activities they haven’t done in the past;
but, with time, these activities will feel less foreign and they’ll even find them enjoyable
because they’ll have the experience to know it is how they achieve success.
Be Positive and Encouraging: Listen and seek to understand them if they have
concerns or are struggling. But don’t try and do the business for your new Coach. The
only way a new Coach grows their business is by doing the actions required to run their
business. Keep a long-term view on your mentorship with the goal to help the new
Coach become an independent business owner, not a comfortable follower, on
your Team.
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New Coach Welcome Email
This is the welcome email your new Coach receives from Team Beachbody.
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New Coach Welcome Video
This welcome video is in the New Coach Welcome email sent to your new Coach.

In this 10-minute video, your new Coach will:






Be welcomed to Team Beachbody
Be introduced to our mission as a company and how they are a part of it
Have an understanding on how to:
o Complete the First 30: Business Quickstart Guide
o Set up their Coach profile and websites
Be asked to contact you as their sponsoring Coach to set up their Getting Started Right call
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TOOL: First 30: Business Quickstart Guide
Your new Coach receives this in their New Coach Welcome email from Team Beachbody.
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Getting Started Right Call
The Getting Started Right (GSR) call is a very important step in the onboarding process for your
new Coach. In the GSR call, you’ll want to get to know your new Coach better and complete the
First 30: 30-Day Action Plan with them.




Where possible, do a video call (i.e. FaceTime, Zoom, etc.) so you can see your Coach
Keep the call simple and focused on the next steps they’re taking during their first month
Ask questions to make sure your new Coach understands what Success Club is and
why it’s important

Tools to help you with an effective GSR call are available in the Training Library of your
Coach Office.
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First 30: 30-Day Coach Action Plan
On your GSR call, you will use this form to help your new Coach create an action plan for their
first 30 days.
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